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We present an analysis of the photonic mode dispersion of a two-dimensional~2D! distributed feedback
polymer laser based on the conjugated polymer poly@2-methoxy-5-(28-ethylhexyloxy!-1,4-phenylene vi-
nylene#. We use a combination of a simple model, together with experimental measurements of the photonic
mode dispersion in transmission and emission, to explain the operating characteristics of the laser. The laser
was found to oscillate at 636 nm on one edge of a photonic stop band in the photonic dispersion. A 2D coupling
of modes traveling perpendicular to the orthogonal gratings was found to lead to a low divergence laser
emission normal to the waveguide. At pump energies well above the oscillation threshold for this mode, a
divergent, cross-shaped far-field emission was observed, resulting from a distributed feedback occurring over
a wide range of wave vectors in one band of the photonic dispersion.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.165107 PACS number~s!: 42.55.2f, 42.70.Jk, 42.70.Qs, 42.70.Mp

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, organic semiconductors have received
considerable interest as novel laser gain media.1–25 Various
materials have been studied, including conjugated
polymers1–17 and small semiconducting molecules doped
with laser dyes.18–25 Such materials can exhibit strong opti-
cal gain over broad spectral ranges throughout the visible,
and so are well suited for use in tuneable lasers9,11,22 or
broadband amplifiers.17 To date, work in this area has in-
volved only optically pumped lasers, although the prospect
of a plastic diode laser simply fabricated from solution re-
mains a much sought-after goal.4,5,20

An important challenge in the physics relevant to this goal
involves understanding how photonic microstructures influ-
ence light emission from organic semiconductors. The
simple processing of organics allows them to be easily fash-
ioned into complex wavelength-scale structures. These can
modify the local photonic environment of the semiconductor,
which in turn affects the emission. Such structures can, for
example, be used to provide resonant feedback in organic
semiconductor lasers.4,5 Of various resonator geometries
considered, distributed feedback~DFB! structures are among
the most promising for the low-threshold operation required
for electrical excitation.4,5 A number of DFB lasers have
been demonstrated in organic semiconductors, employing
single gratings,6–13,19–21crossed double gratings,14,22circular
gratings,15,16 and photonic crystal structures.23–25 Through
active control of the photonic modes it should be possible to
control lasing properties such as threshold and output cou-
pling. It is therefore important to understand the physics of
how the local photonic environment modifies emission.

In this paper, we explore the problem of how the photonic
dispersion controls emission from a two-dimensional~2D!
DFB polymer laser, based on a crossed double-grating struc-
ture. We use direct measurements of the photonic band struc-
ture to explain the spectral and spatial emission features.
Such measurements can reveal detailed structure of the pho-
tonic dispersion, without the need for complicated theoretical

modeling. Importantly these measurements probe the actual
sample under study, and not just a theoretical approximation
to the structure. So by comparing the angle-dependent trans-
mission and emission characteristics of the structure, we can
gain important insight into mechanisms that influence the
spectral and spatial properties of the laser emission. Specifi-
cally, we present a study of the operating characteristics of a
laser based on the conjugated polymer poly~2-methoxy-5-
(28-ethylhexyloxy!-1,4-phenylene vinylene! ~MEH-PPV!.
We describe its emission properties when operating both be-
low and above lasing threshold, and relate these properties to
the photonic mode structure of the device. Such a compari-
son was previously found helpful in understanding the fre-
quency selection mechanisms in 1D DFB polymer lasers.10,12

In the present work we make use of this approach to under-
stand the more complex underlying physics of a 2D
structure.

II. LASER FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE

The structure of the polymer DFB laser studied is shown
schematically in Fig. 1~a!. It comprised a crossed double-
grating corrugated silica substrate covered by a thin film of
the conjugated polymer MEH-PPV. The silica-polymer-air
structure formed an asymmetric slab waveguide that sup-
ported only the fundamental transverse electric mode for the
wavelengths of interest.

The two-dimensional substrate corrugations were initially
defined holographically in a photoresist layer on the silica
substrate. Subsequent chemical development of the photore-
sist, and reactive-ion etching of the corrugation into the silica
substrate, formed the 2D square array grating structure
shown in the atomic force microscope~AFM! image in Fig.
1~b!. The grating had a period of 409.1 nm60.1 nm in both
directions, and a peak to dip height of 105 nm65 nm. The
grating was anharmonic, with a second-harmonic amplitude
of approximately 10% of the fundamental amplitude. The
corrugations in the structure provided both distributed feed-
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back and output coupling of the guided optical mode via
second- and first-order Bragg scattering, respectively.

To complete the structure, a thin film of MEH-PPV was
spin coated from solution in chlorobenzene~5 mg MEH-PPV
in 1 ml chlorobenzene; spin speed of 1200 rpm! onto the
silica. This formed a polymer layer with an average thickness
of ;100 nm as measured by a DekTak-3 surface profiler. As
a result of the deposition process, the top surface of the poly-
mer layer is substantially more planar than the silica sub-
strate.

Immediately after fabrication, the sample was transferred
to a vacuum chamber in which it was held under a dynamic
vacuum of;1024 mbar during the subsequent optical char-
acterization. For the lasing measurements, the sample was
excited at 500 nm by a dye laser that generated pulses of 500
ps duration, at 10-Hz repetition rate. The dye laser output
was attenuated using neutral density filters to energies below
100 nJ, and then focused onto the sample to a circular spot of
;200 mm. Output energies from the laser were measured
using a calibrated silicon energy meter for a range of excita-
tion powers. The spectral output from the laser was measured
around normal incidence using a fiber-coupled charge-
coupled device~CCD! spectrometer. The divergence of the
laser output beam was measured using a scanning knife-edge
technique at a distance of 120 mm from the front of the
sample.

The angular emission pattern of photoluminescence from
the structure was measured at excitation densities well below
lasing threshold. Emission was measured at polar anglesu of
between 0° and 50° to the waveguide normal, in the 0° azi-
muthal plane~i.e., measurements in a plane parallel to the
grooves of one of the gratings; see Fig. 1!. For these mea-
surements, the sample was excited at 532 nm using the sec-
ond harmonic output of a continuous-wave diode-pumped
Nd:YAG laser. The power of the pump laser was attenuated
to a power of less than 1 mW, and the beam focused to a
circular spot of;100 mm radius on the polymer surface.
Polarized photoluminescence spectra were detected using the

fiber-coupled CCD spectrometer for a range of polar angles
around the normal to the waveguide plane. For these angular
measurements, the 1-mm-diameter fiber was held at a dis-
tance of 50 mm from the excited region of the sample,
thereby collecting an angular spread of the emission of;1°.
The spectral resolution of the spectrometer was approxi-
mately 1.5 nm for the measurements shown in Figs. 8~a! and
~c!, and 0.3 nm for the measurements shown in Figs. 2 and
8~b! and ~d!.

The photonic band structure of the device was subse-
quently explored by measuring the transmission of light
through the device using apparatus described in detail
elsewhere.26 The sample was mounted on a rotation stage
and illuminated with the spectrally filtered and collimated
beam of a tungsten halogen white light lamp. A polarizer
placed between the lamp and the sample was used to dis-
criminate between the excitation of waveguide modes by TE
and TM polarized light. The photonic mode dispersion of the
sample could then be mapped out by measuring the absolute
transmission as a function of angle and wavelength. Where
the light couples into waveguide modes there is a reduction
in transmission whose magnitude corresponds to the cou-
pling strength between the incident radiation and the mode.
The transmission was measured by monitoring the intensity
of the signal and reference beams with photomultiplier tubes
as the incident angle and wavelength were synchronously
varied under computer control to acquire data equally spaced
in both energy, 1/l, and wave vector, (sinu)/l. The spectral
resolution of the system was;1.5 nm, limited by the spec-
tral half width of the monochromator and the angular reso-
lution achieved was;0.05°.

III. LASING CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 2~a! shows the pulsed lasing characteristics of the
polymer waveguide. The laser had a threshold pump energy
of 10 nJ, above which the output energy increased linearly
with excitation. The laser beam was emitted along the nor-
mal to the waveguide, with approximately equal energies
being emitted from each face of the polymer film. At a pump
energy of 78 nJ, the total bidirectional output energy was 3.1
nJ, corresponding to a differential quantum efficiency of
5.8%. Figure 2~b! shows the emission spectrum of the struc-
ture measured normal to the waveguide when pumped both
well below, and above, lasing threshold. The dotted line rep-
resents the subthreshold emission, which is dominated by a
pair of closely spaced peaks at around 635 nm. The solid line
shows the laser spectrum at a pump energy of 49 nJ, approxi-
mately five times lasing threshold. We find that lasing occurs
at a wavelength of 636 nm, and the linewidth of the
laser mode of 0.3 nm is limited by the resolution of the
spectrometer.

As already mentioned, the laser emitted a bidirectional
beam along the waveguide normal, typically with an azi-
muthally polarized, annular transverse mode. At a pump en-
ergy of 25 nJ, the half angle divergence of the beam was
measured to be 3.860.3 mrad (0.2260.02°). For pump en-
ergies well above 100 nJ, the transverse laser mode became

FIG. 1. ~a! Waveguide structure of DFB laser and chemical
structure of MEH-PPV.~b! Atomic force microscope image of the
surface structure of the silica substrate.
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significantly more divergent, taking a ‘‘cross’’ profile similar
to that observed in previous two-dimensional DFB polymer
lasers.14,22 The arms of the cross were oriented along the 0°
and 90° azimuths, with a large half angle divergence of
;400 mrad~;7°! at a pump energy;1 mJ. Each of the two
arms was linearly polarized along its high-divergence axis.

IV. PHOTONIC MODE STRUCTURE OF THE LASER

A. Background theory

In this section we discuss the photonic mode structure of
the polymer laser, and show how various features of the laser
emission arise from the photonic dispersion. First we con-
sider a basic planar air-polymer-silica slab waveguide. The
calculated photonic dispersion of this waveguide, plotted in
v-k space, is shown in Fig. 3 for the spectral range in which
MEH-PPV is both transparent and fluoresces. The calcula-
tion was based on refractive index data for MEH-PPV deter-
mined from angle-dependent reflectivity measurements.27

The parameterki is the component of the photon wave vec-
tor parallel to the plane of the guide. The waveguide is cy-
lindrically symmetric and so the dispersion curve is the same
for modes with any propagation directionf. The dotted lines
in the figure depict the air and SiO2 light lines, which corre-

spond to the critical angles for the air-polymer and polymer-
silica interfaces, respectively. Bound waveguide modes can
only exist to the right of the SiO2 light line, while only leaky
modes occur to the left of this line. From the figure it is clear
that only the fundamental transverse electric mode (TE0) is
supported by the guide within the spectral range of interest.

The presence of the bigrating structure breaks the cylin-
drical symmetry, and modifies this dispersion via Bragg scat-
tering of the TE0 mode by the two orthogonal gratings. The
outcome of Bragg scattering on waveguide modes can be
usefully visualized ink space. The diagrams in Figs. 4 and 5
provide such ak-space illustration, relevant to DFB lasing in
our structure. Whereas the curve in Fig. 3 shows how the
energy of the unscattered waveguide mode varies withki ~in
a planar guide!, Figs. 4 and 5 plot the azimuthal dependence
of ki at a specific mode energy for the bigrating structure.
The dimensionskx andky define symmetry directions in the
plane of the guide, orthogonal to the grating grooves.

FIG. 2. ~a! Output energy from polymer laser as a function of
pump energy.~b! Emission spectrum normal to the waveguide
plane; dotted line shows spontaneous emission well below lasing
threshold, full line shows laser emission when pumped at five times
lasing threshold.

FIG. 3. Calculated mode dispersion of the planar MEH-PPV
waveguide.

FIG. 4. Construction showing the geometry for general Bragg
scattering of waveguide modes.
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The wave vector of the unscattered guided mode is repre-
sented by a circle~drawn in bold in Fig. 5!, centered at the
origin of k space, of radiuskmode5neff /l, whereneff is the
effective waveguide index. The effect of a grating of period
L is to scatter the mode ink space by a valuekG52p/L
along an axis perpendicular to the grating grooves. Figure 4
illustrates the general outcome of multiple scatterings
(mkGx1pkGy) by the two orthogonal grating vectorskGx
andkGy . The waveguide mode is scattered to a new coordi-
nate in thekx-ky plane with polar coordinates (k0 sinu,f).
From this geometrical picture we can deduce a simple alge-
braic expression for the scattering process:

kmode
2 5~mkGx2k0 sinu cosf!21~pkGy2k0 sinu sinf!2.

~1!

If the coordinate (k0 sinu,f) lies within the ~unscattered!
SiO2 light cone~the shaded region in Fig. 5!, then the mode
will be coupled to radiation at a polar angleu in the f azi-
muthal plane. If it coincides with another waveguide mode,
then energy may be coupled between the two modes.

Figure 5 shows the specifick-space diagram for our big-
rating laser at a photon energy ofv/2pc51.57mm21. The
bold circle centered on~0,0! represents the unscattered wave-
guide mode of Fig. 3, and the inner dotted circle represents
the SiO2 light line. The two orthogonal gratings generate a
2D array of scattered modes, which are labeled in the figure
by the order of the scattering process, i.e.,~m,p!. These scat-
tered modes couple to radiation where they lie within the
shaded circle, and couple to each other at points where they
intersect.~This picture is strictly valid only for a vanishingly
small level of scattering. Where significant scattering is
present, the mode circles can become deformed where gaps
form at these intersections. Such effects will be discussed
later.!

The magnitude ofkmode5neff /l, and hence the diameter
of the mode circles in Fig. 5, varies with photon energy,
changing the nature of couplings between modes. The energy
dependence of the scattered modes is shown in Fig. 6, which
depicts the dispersion of the 2D grating structure along the

kx axis (f50). This figure is constructed by calculating, as
a function of photon energy, where the mode circles of Fig. 5
intersect thekx axis. The bold line shows the unscattered
mode of Fig. 3, but now there are additional scattered modes,
as determined by Eq.~1!, corresponding to the circles in Fig.
5. The modes of the guide are no longer confined between
the SiO2 and MEH-PPV light lines, but now also appear
within the SiO2 and air light cones where they are readily
coupled to radiation by scattering from the periodic micro-
structure.

At a particular energy, we find that four scattered modes
~61,0! and~0,61! intersect atkx50. This occurs, in fact, at
the energyv/2pc51.57mm21 used in Fig. 5. At this en-
ergy, counterpropagating modes parallel tokx andky couple
together to provide a 2D distributed feedback mechanism for
lasing. Light from each of these modes will also be scattered
out of the guide at an angleu50. We may therefore expect
to see lasing at this energy, emitted normal to the waveguide.
At higher photon energies, we find that the~0,61! modes
also intersect. In this case the wave vectors are not aligned
along the same axis, but do have components along thekx
axis that counterpropagate. Thus we might also expect to see
1D lasing ~albeit with greater losses and therefore with a
higher threshold! emitted over a range of polar angles along
the kx ~andky) axes.

So the scattering leads to a coupling between the guided
modes and free space and, importantly, a coupling between
guided modes propagating at different azimuthal anglesf
within the polymer film. The first of these leads to surface-
emitted output coupling from the laser, while the second pro-
vides a distributed feedback mechanism. These effects were
also present in our study of a 1D DFB polymer laser,10 but
the presence of the second grating direction in this system
significantly increases the number of coupling geometries.

B. Experimental measurement of photonic dispersion

The simple model of scattered waveguide modes de-
scribed in the previous section can be readily confirmed ex-
perimentally using transmission and photoluminescence
measurements of the structure. Such measurements can also
reveal more detailed structure of the photonic dispersion,
without the need for more complicated theoretical

FIG. 5. Bragg scattered mode circles. Bold circle represents
unscattered waveguide mode, shaded region represents the range of
wave vectors that may couple to radiation.

FIG. 6. Schematic of the mode dispersion of the doubly corru-
gated MEH-PPV waveguide.
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modeling.10,12 Importantly these measurements probe the ac-
tual sample under study, and not just a theoretical approxi-
mation to the structure. In this section we report direct mea-
surements of the photonic dispersion, over a region
corresponding to the shaded area of Fig. 5.

1. Transmission

Figure 7 shows the spectral transmission characteristics of
the corrugated waveguide. Figures 7~a! and ~b! show the
transmission of TE polarized light and Figs. 7~c! and~d! the
transmission of TM polarized light, all measured in the 0°
azimuthal plane. In Fig. 7, dark regions represent reduced
transmission; identical transmission was observed atf
590° azimuth, and so only thef50° data are presented
here. We find that the transmission spectra from the 2D cor-
rugated waveguide is strongly dispersive, similar to that pre-
viously observed for 1D corrugated structures.10,12

The transmission spectra are dominated by a pair of
minima that diverge with increasing in-plane wave vector.
These form two bands of reduced transmission~that we iden-
tify from Fig. 6 as ~61,0! scattered modes!. Very close to
normal incidence, the lower energy band becomes weak~i.e.,
the reduction in transmission becomes less!, while the higher
energy band becomes stronger~i.e., a greater reduction in
transmission!. One other low-transmission band is evident in
Fig. 7~a!, which we identify as due to~0,6 1! scattered
modes. This band is flatter than the other two, becomes pro-
gressively weaker with reducing in-plane wave vector, and is
very faint in Fig. 7~b!, where it overlaps with the high energy
~61,0! band.

The corresponding TM polarized transmission atf50 is
shown in Figs. 7~c! and~d!. Only one band of reduced trans-
mission is evident in these figures. This band is similar in
form to the~0,61! band in 7~a!, though is slightly redshifted,
and is fairly constant in strength across all in-plane wave
vectors. Before discussing these results further it is instruc-
tive to first examine the photoluminescence data.

2. Photoluminescence

Figure 8 shows the spectral and angular emission charac-
teristics of the corrugated waveguide when excited well be-
low lasing threshold. Figures 8~a! and~b! show TE, and Figs.
8~c! and ~d! TM, polarized emission measured in thef
50° azimuthal plane. In Fig. 8, white regions represent the
strongest spontaneous emission. Photoluminescence mea-
surements were made for a range of emission angles~as la-
beled at the top of each graph!. The data are plotted in Fig. 8
on a grid of equally spaced energies and in-plane wave vec-
tors @ki5(sinu)/l#, to directly relate the spectra to the pho-
tonic dispersion of the device. The emission spectra take a
very similar form to the transmission data of Fig. 7. The
spectral features are all much narrower than the broad intrin-
sic emission from MEH-PPV that spans the range 580–750
nm. As with the transmission data, identical emission was
observed at 90° azimuth and so only the 0° data is presented
here.

The TE polarized spectra@Figs. 8~a! and ~b!# are domi-
nated by a pair of peaks that split apart with increasing wave
vector. These form two bands of emission that roughly over-
lap with the ~61,0! bands in Figs. 7~a! and ~b! ~the small
spectral shift of;0.012mm21 ~,5 nm! probably arises from
sampling slightly different regions of the waveguide in the
two experiments!. These two emission bands are separated
by a shallow dip at 1.57mm21, which can be more clearly
seen in the normal incidence photoluminescence curve in
Fig. 2~b!. The emission peak on the low-energy edge of the
dip is significantly narrower and more intense than the peak
on the high-energy edge. These two bands resemble the
spontaneous emission spectra previously reported from a 1D
DFB polymer laser.10 The 2D structure exhibits two other
bands of emission, labeled~0,61!, whose spectra change
more slowly with wave vector. In Fig. 8~a! these bands differ
in energy by 0.007–0.017mm21 as the wave vector increases
from 0 to 1.25mm21. The band with higher energy overlaps
with the ~0,61! transmission band in Fig. 7~a!. It becomes
faint for ki,0.7mm21, and is barely discernible in Fig. 8~b!

FIG. 7. Transmission dispersion diagrams;
~a! and ~b! show transmission of TE polarized
light, ~c! and~d! show transmission of TM polar-
ized light. Dark regions represent minimum
transmission.
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where it overlaps with the high-energy~61,0! mode. Close
to the waveguide normal, the lower energy~0,61! emission
band narrows in spectrum and two distinct spectral peaks
become just resolvable at 1.572 and 1.570mm21, in
Fig. 8~b!.

The corresponding TM polarized emission is shown in
Figs. 8~c! and ~d!. This is less complicated than the TE po-
larized emission and is comprised of only two spectral
bands. These bands closely follow the TE polarized~0,61!
emission bands, but are redshifted by between 0.0012 and
0.005mm21 across theki range. Both TM polarized bands
increase in intensity at smallki unlike the TE emission,
which becomes significantly fainter.

V. DISCUSSION

The strong correspondence between emission and trans-
mission in Figs. 7 and 8 shows that the photonic dispersion
of the corrugated structure directly controls the emission
properties. In particular, we can readily identify pairs of
bands that provide a direct link between the emission from
the structure and its transmission. In this section we identify
the physical origin of the spectral emission bands, relate their
properties to the photonic modes, and discuss the importance
of photonic dispersion when considering lasing charac-
teristics.

A. Physical origin of spectral bands

Referring to Eq.~1!, we can straightforwardly identify the
physical origin of the transmission and emission bands.
These involve the coupling of bound waveguide modes to
smaller in-plane wave vectors that lie within the air light
cone. In the spectral range of interest, two distinct scattering
mechanisms contribute. These are scattering by6kGx ~i.e.,
m561, p50) from one set of grating grooves and scatter-
ing by 6kGy (m50,p561) from the orthogonal grating. In

the first mechanism, for each in-plane wave vector, there are
two different mode energies that undergo Bragg scattering.
The lower energy mode is scattered according tok0 sinu
5kGx2kmode while the higher energy mode scatters from the
counterpropagating waveguide mode according tok0 sinu
5kmode2kGx , so leading to the two spectral branches at a
given k0 sinu. The second mechanism (m50,p561) also
leads to pairs of bands; the origin of these will be discussed
in the next section.

As only the TE guided mode is supported by the structure,
the polarization of the light is in general aligned in the plane
of the guide, tangentially to the mode circles of Fig. 5. Thus
the difference in strength between TE and TM polarized
emission can largely be accounted for by the gradient of the
circle in Fig. 5, at the point of intersection with thekx azi-
muthal axis. If the gradient of the circle is perpendicular to
the axis, only TE polarized radiation will couple with the
waveguide mode; if the gradient is parallel to the axis, only
TM polarized radiation will be coupled.

B. Stop bands and mode splitting

In the previous section, we mentioned that the model em-
ployed above was strictly valid only for a vanishingly small
level of scattering. In practice, this is not the case, because of
the significant depth and anharmonicity of the substrate cor-
rugations, and the high index contrast between the substrate
and polymer film. The strong scattering can lead to signifi-
cant coupling between waveguide modes that propagate in
different directions.

This can modify the shape of the photonic dispersion,
particularly in regions of thek-space diagram~Figs. 4 and 5!
where the scatteredk vectors intersect. In this section we
identify and account for the features in the dispersion data
that arise from these couplings.

Close to normal incidence in Fig. 8, there is a dip in the
emission@seen clearly in Fig. 2~b!#, which corresponds to a

FIG. 8. Photoluminescence dispersion dia-
grams;~a! and~b! show emission of TE polarized
light, ~c! and~d! show emission of TM polarized
light. Light regions represent maximum emission.
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photonic stop band. Here, second-order Bragg scattering also
becomes important; the wavelengths that couple to the guide
from normal incidence additionally experience Bragg scatter-
ing between counterpropagating modes. These guided modes
interfere to set up a standing-wave pattern with a periodicity
of L/2. From symmetry arguments, one finds that the struc-
ture supports two such standing waves.28 These have nodes
either at the maxima and minima, or at the shoulders, of the
fundamental spatial component of the grating. Consequently,
the standing waves have different energies, and hence differ-
ent frequencies. A gap opens up in the band structure be-
tween these two band edges, within which guided modes
always interfere destructively and so cannot propagate in the
waveguide. This band-gap feature appears as a reduction in
emission in Figs. 2~b! and 8~b! and in coupling in Fig. 7~b!
because light can only couple out of or into the waveguide
where a mode exists.

There is also a coupling between guided modes propagat-
ing at different azimuths.14 These occur, for example, at the
intersection points of the mode circles in Fig. 5. Importantly,
light emitted at 1.57mm21 actually experiences coupling be-
tween four scattered modes propagating in different direc-
tions (m561,p50;m50,p561), setting up a full 2D
standing-wave pattern of a complex polarization. This polar-
ization effect of the 2D coupling is evident from the presence
of TE polarized emission in the~0,61! bands@Fig. 8~a! and
~b!# that was absent from a similar 1D structure.10

Feedback also occurs at other intersections between scat-
tered mode circles elsewhere in the photonic dispersion,
where partly counterpropagating modes can couple together.
By partly counterpropagating we mean that the modes pos-
sess equal and opposite wave-vector components when re-
solved along either one or other of thekG-vector directions.
The coupling produces a standing-wave field pattern along
this kG-vector direction, and a traveling wave along the or-
thogonal direction. This mechanism gives rise to the band
splitting of the~0,61! bands in much the same way as de-
scribed earlier. Note that in this case the splitting occurs for
a range ofki values and not at a single point, since it is
generated at the intersection of two scattered mode cones
~0,61!, which corresponds to the excitation of partly coun-
terpropagating waves.

Finally in this section, we address the main differences
between the emission and transmission spectra. These differ-
ences are most prominent in the presence of some bands in
emission, which are faint or do not appear at all in transmis-
sion. Atki50 we see that the stronger band edge in emission
is the weaker in transmission. These differences occur due to
the strength of coupling between the waveguide modes and
free space. The transmission measurements give a direct
measurement of this coupling strength. Thus the low-energy
~61,0! band edge, for example, is weakly coupled to free
space and does not appear in the transmission measurements,
while the high-energy~61,0! edge experiences stronger cou-
pling. The low output coupling of the low-energy band edge
leads to a high-Q resonance for light emitted into the wave-
guide mode from the polymer. Some of this light can be seen
in the emission spectra because of weak residual scattering to
free space. The highQ of these modes is clear from the

emission nearki50, where the emission becomes very nar-
row and a secondary longitudinal mode redshifted by
;0.002mm21 appears. The spacing between the modes sug-
gests an effective resonator length of;200 mm, roughly
equal to the size of the pump excitation area.

The difference in the coupling strengths at the two band
edges occurs due to the different spatial distributions of the
optical field relative to the physical corrugations. For one
band-edge mode~the higher energy mode!, the field maxima
are vertically displaced from one another, while for the other
~lower energy! band-edge mode, the maxima lie in the same
horizontal plane relative to the average grating plane.29 The
fields of the band-edge mode with vertically displaced
maxima can easily generate a plane-wave propagating up-
wards ~along the sample normal! and so this mode readily
couples to far-field radiation. The fields of the band-edge
mode with maxima in the same horizontal plane are not able
generate a plane wave emitted normal to the sample~they
will cancel in the far field! and so this band-edge mode
couples less well to radiation. This difference in the level of
output coupling is the origin of the band-edge frequency
selection mechanism.

C. Laser emission

Having established the photonic dispersion, and its effects
on the spontaneous emission from the structure, it is now
straightforward to explain the observed lasing phenomena.
First, the lasing occurs on the low-energy band edge at 636
nm ~1.572 mm21!. At this band edge, the emission experi-
ences a strong 2D coupling of the waveguide modes leading
to band flattening and a high density of photon states at the
stop-band edges. The 2D coupling creates a complicated po-
larization pattern in the photonic structure30 and leads to the
azimuthally polarized surface emission of the laser beam.
The difference in coupling strengths of the two band edges to
radiation leads to a higher-Q resonance on the long-
wavelength band edge and hence a significantly lower oscil-
lation threshold. Therefore lasing is first established on the
long-wavelength edge.

The 2D nature of the resonance only occurs for a small
range ofki in both the 0° and 90° azimuthal planes, which
leads to the low divergence of the output laser beam. For
much higher pump powers, 1D DFB resonances may be in-
dependently excited above threshold. These 1D resonances
can experience feedback over a wide range ofki ~i.e., along
the ~0,61! band!, which leads to the more divergent emis-
sion along each long axis of the observed ‘‘cross’’ pattern.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the emission characteristics and pho-
tonic band structure of a 2D DFB laser, made from the con-
jugated polymer MEH-PPV. We have used knowledge of the
photonic dispersion to help explain how the substrate micro-
structure modifies spontaneous and stimulated emission. The
wavelength-scale corrugations provided both a distributed
feedback in the plane of the film and coupling between the
waveguide mode and free space radiation. We have identified
conditions for both 2D and 1D coupling of waveguide
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modes, which leads to a low divergence laser emission at
low pump energies, and a much more divergent cross-shaped
beam at much higher pump energies. The structure studied
showed a 2D stop band around 635 nm, near which lasing
occurred on one band edge for excitation energies over 10
nJ. A difference in the output coupling of modes at the two
band edges led to the frequency selection; a mechanism
clearly illustrated in the photonic dispersion data. The 2D
nature of the microstructure also affects the polarization of
the emission. This leads to additional TE polarized emission
bands not evident in similar 1D structures, and the complex
azimuthal polarization of the laser mode.

We have shown how direct measurements of the photonic
band structure can be used to explain the spectral and spatial
characteristics of laser emission from 2D DFB polymer
waveguides. We have uncovered detailed structure in the
photonic dispersion, without the need for complicated theo-

retical modeling; the dispersion directly relates to the actual
sample under study and not just a theoretical approximation
to the structure. The combination of measurements used here
are very useful for probing the photonic modes of polymer
microstructures, and their coupling strengths to radiation.
They therefore form a powerful tool for the assessment and
understanding of the effects of physical microstructures on
both spontaneous and stimulated emission.
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